Illinois Open 2005: Spite, Death and the Devil
Tossups by Virginia Commonwealth (Matt Weiner)

1. This author of the essay series “The Rainbow” gave a four-hour speech as a prosecutor at Aaron Burr’s treason trial. In his biography of Patrick Henry, he is believed to have invented most of the “give me liberty” speech, and he also delivered the Congressional eulogy for John Adams and Thomas Jefferson and argued before the Supreme Court in such cases as McCulloch v. Maryland and Cherokee Nation v. Georgia. After serving as Attorney General under Monroe and Quincy Adams, he joined a reformist movement and carried only Vermont as the first ever candidate selected by a nominating convention. For ten points, name this only presidential candidate of the Anti-Masonic Party.
	Answer: William Wirt

2. The Al ash Shaykh are the direct descendants of this man, whose gave soldiers spreading his doctrines written certificates demanding admittance to heaven. Followers of his Book of Unity oppose “bid’ah” or innovation, which he applied to such practices as saint-worship and tobacco-smoking. His virulent attacks on the “shirk” of Sufis led to his expulsion from Uyaynah, whence he sought refuge in the Ad-Dir’iyah, capital of the Najd domains of Ibn Saud. For ten points, name this founder of the established denomination of Saudi Arabia, who sought to return to early Islamic practice.
Answer: Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab

3. It was filmed by Mikhail Romm as Pyshka and Kenji Mizoguchi as Oyuka the Virgin after first appearing in the anthology Médan Soirées. One character is the “terror of all respectable people” who “for twenty years had soaked his great read beard in the bocks of all the democratic cafés.” Accompanying him are two nuns, the aristocrat Hubert de Bréville, the politician and cotton salesman Carré-Lamadon, and the wine salesman Loiseau. On a journey to Le Havre by way of Dieppe, the group is stopped at Tôtes and a demand is issued to Elisabeth Rousset. For ten points, name this story in which the title prostitute is forced to sleep with a Prussian officer, written by Guy de Maupassant.
Answer: “Ball of Fat” (or “Boule de suif”)

4. He created the artificial language that became Interlingua and was the first to describe vector spaces algebraically. His discovery of a continuous mapping of a line onto every point of a square, his namesake space-filling curve, caused him to realize the counterintuitive nature of mathematics. To avoid future errors, he made a set of statements centered around the concept of “successors” which claimed that a set containing zero and the successor of every number in the set contains every number. For ten points, name this Italian who defined the natural numbers with his namesake axioms.
Answer: Giuseppe Peano

5. Britain threatened war if this treaty was not negotiated, following unexpected successes at Pleven and Edirne. It included the extension of certain borders to the Vardar and Morava valleys and trading of the Dobrudja for Bessarabia. In addition to reshaping Romania and establishing a large Bulgaria, it recognized the independence of Serbia and Montenegro and the autonomy of Bosnia. Alarmed by the upset to the balance of power, Andrassy and Bismark called for modification of it at the Congress of Berlin. For ten points, name this 1878 treaty ending a war between Russia and the Ottoman Empire.
Answer: Treaty of San Stefano

6. The end of the dissent invokes James Buchanan’s erroneous expectations about slavery, decrying the “imposition of a rigid national rule” and calling for a democratic solution. The majority is a rare three-author opinion, while the dissent asserts legitimate interest in “fully informed consent” and argues that the Webster ruling should have stood. It upheld the “undue burden” test, finding that waiting periods and parental consent requirements were acceptable, but husband notification was not, thus allowing most of the Pennsylvania Abortion Control Act. For ten points, name this 1992 case that upheld Roe v. Wade.
Answer: Planned Parenthood Of Southeastern Pennsylvania, Et Al v. Casey, Governor Of Pennsylvania, Et Al (or Casey, Governor Of Pennsylvania, Et Al v. Planned Parenthood Of Southeastern Pennsylvania, Et Al)

7. A 1930 merger made Samuel Zemurray its largest stockholder and put its largest competitor, Cayumel, out of business. In response to criticism, it launched the Associated Producers Program, which provided health care to its employees and transferred ownership of land to local agents. Founded by Minor Keith, it operated an extensive shipping arm known as the Great White Fleet and was known in the local papers as “el pulpo” or “the octopus.” At times, it financed the national debt and construction of railroads in Costa Rica and operated the Guatemalan postal service. For ten points, name this American-based banana concern at the center of much Central American politics in the twentieth century.
Answer: United Fruit Company (later became United Brands Company and now is Chiquita, so I guess you should accept those answers from people who are trying to be annoying)

8. This piece was forgotten after its first performance and only became popular after being rescued from a drawer as a favor to Toscanini, who had abandoned the original attempt to perform it by throwing his baton at a heckler and ending the program early. The passing of a herd of cattle is depicted near the beginning, while the second movement begins with a loud horn blast and conceives of a dance in one of the title objects and the final movement concludes the one-day timeframe with a sunset at the Villa Medici. For ten points, name this Otto Respighi work that also depicts the Valle Giulia, Triton, and Trevi.
Answer: The Fountains of Rome (or Fontane di Roma)

9. It was first published in the collection “In Hospital,” written while the poet was seeking out Joseph Lister’s help in saving the leg above his amputated foot. Despite an assertion of afterlife in the final verse, the speaker agnostically thanks “whatever gods may be” during a night that is “Black as the Pit from pole to pole.” Vowing not to fear “the menace of the years” or the “fell clutch of circumstance,” this poem instead presents the image of a head “bloody, but unbowed.” For ten points, name this William Ernest Henley poem which concludes “I am the master of my fate/I am the captain of my soul.”
	Answer: “Invictus”

10. After Hera transformed Galinthias into a weasel, this goddess adopted the unfortunate maiden as her servant. She herself was held responsible for transforming Pharmakis into a polecat, and her other adventures with animals included receiving sacrifices of dogs. Borrowed from the Carians, she is spoken of by Hesiod as the daughter of Asteria and Perses who gives wealth and ordinary pleasures, and she is usually described as integral to the search for Persephone. Pillars named for her warded off spirits at doorways and crossroads, where she was depicted in tripartite form. For ten points, name this goddess interpreted in classical times as presiding over magic.
Answer: Hecate

11. It was prolonged by favorable conditions given to the losers of Vimeiro under the Convention of Sintra. The guerillas won a victory over Dupont at Bailén, while their allies were able to gain time at Talavera and set up the Lines of Torres Vedras. Major fighting was concluded at Vitoria, where Jean-Baptiste Jourdan surrendered to Wellington and, two months later, Joseph Bonaparte fled to France and Ferdinand VII was restored. For ten points, name this phase of the Napoleonic wars in which British, Portuguese, and Spanish forces drove the French out of Iberia.
Answer: Peninsular War (or Guerra de la Independencia; prompt on “War of Independence”)

12. Decreasing the size of particles used for this process minimizes the band broadening caused by to-mobile mass transfer. A newer variation on this procedure that uses positive air pressure and a higher mesh value is called the “flash” variety, while the traditional method is known as “gravity.” Useful for larger amounts of eluent than the thin-layer technique, it is the basis for the high-pressure liquid method. For ten points, name this procedure that uses a solid adsorbent at the bottom of a vertical glass container to separate different materials in a liquid solvent.
Answer: column chromatography (prompt on “chromatography”)

13. Subjects covered in these poems include the death of the king Daphnis, the author’s contemporary Gallus and recent expropriations. A notable member of this series declares that “the majestic roll/Of circling centuries begins anew” as the subject “free(s) the earth from never-ceasing fear.” The poet looks forward to the day when he can “out-sing” Linus and Orpheus about a figure who will be carried in the womb for an extra month, a “golden child” taken as symbolic of Christ by medieval commentators. For ten point, name this series of ten pastoral poems inspired by the work of Theocritus, written by Vergil.
	Answer: Eclogues (or Bucolics)

14. They can be collected by the “roll tube” or “glove box” methods, or with the aid of a catalyst of palladium-coated alumina particles, found on the lid of a namesake “jar.” The best-understood infectious mechanism associated with one of these is that of the clostridia. The obligate kind lacks the catalase, peroxidase, and critical dismutase that allow their facultative counterparts to flourish, and instead use organic molecules as final hydrogen acceptors in a fermentation process. For ten points, name this type of organism commonly found in the colon, which cannot survive in the presence of oxygen.
Answer: anaerobic bacteria (or just anerobes)

15. He fathered a child with Shado while living in Seattle and trained another bastard son, Connor Hawke, as his successor. He also adopted Roy Harper, who had a notorious bout with heroin addiction as his sidekick Speedy, and he is usually paired romantically with Black Canary. His arguments with The Question in The Dark Knight Strikes Again typify his three decades as the spokesman for leftist politics among superheroes, inspired by the loss of the fortune he commanded in Star City and his time marooned on a desert island, where he acquired his trademark skills. For ten points, name this former partner of Green Lantern who has a vast array of archery tricks.
Answer: Green Arrow (or Oliver Queen)

16. He alternated between a cipher used by Augustus and a Spartan military code to write a chronicle that ends by declaring, “The first of the line is tied to a tree and the last is being eaten by ants.” First mentioned as a seller of magnets who died of a fever in Singapore, he returns to explain how to keep a room dust-free by burning mercury, learns the true ancestry of Amaranta Úrsula, and places a dot on a map to direct Prudencio Aguilar to Macondo. For ten points, name this gypsy who chronicles the Buendia family in One Hundred Years of Solitude.
	Answer: Melquiades

17. She was on the opposite side of the so-called “Controversial Discussions” from her daughter, causing a lifelong rift. This author of Envy and Gratitude related the process of mourning to such defense mechanisms as splitting, idealization and projective identification. She founded a namesake theoretical school with her paper “A contribution to the psychogenesis of manic depressive states,” which divided the development of human-object relationships into “paranoid-schizoid” and “depressive” phases. For ten points, name this psychoanalyst who attempted to study young children by observing play behavior.
Answer: Melanie Reizes Klein

18. The final text of this novel incorporates several earlier short stories, including one in which Buck Hipps joins with the protagonist to auction horses in front of Littlejohn’s Hotel, another about Herman Short selling Beasley Kemp a horse for eight dollars, and one about the main character’s father Ab burning down barns. The protagonist hires his cousin I.O. to run his blacksmithy after extorting a job in a store and inflates the value of an estate by burying coins to drive up the bids of Henry Armstid, Odum Bookwright, and V.K. Ratliff. Eventually the mysterious pregnancy of Eula Varner leads her to marry Flem Snopes and move with him to Jefferson. For ten points, name this Faulkner novel set in Frenchman’s Bend, the titular Yoknapatawpha County community.
Answer: The Hamlet

19. A property by this name is a plasma figure of merit proportional to the volume integral of the pressure divided by the flux density. A substance’s propensity to undergo this phenomenon is calculated as the sum of the mean square radii of electron orbits times the square of electron charge divided by six times electron mass times the number density. That value is always negative, typically has a magnitude around ten to the minus sixth, and is known as the susceptibility. Outside of superconductors, it is most visible in substances with symmetric electronic structure and no permanent magnetic moment. It is an effect of changes in electron orbital velocity as predicted by Lenz’s law. For ten points, name this type of magnetism which can be induced in opposition to the external field in any substance.
Answer: diamagnetism

20. They published the journal Erkenntnis and a series of papers including Problems of Ethics and The Law of Causality and Its Limits. Members’ individual publications include Meaning and Existence, New Foundations of Ontology, The Principles of Linguistic Philosophy, and its founders books Space and Time in Contemporary Physics and Philosophy of Nature. Proponents of “unified science” and verifiability, they were first named for Ernst Mach until re-dubbing themselves in the manifesto The Scientific Conception of the World. For ten points, Otto Neurath, Moritz Schlick, and Rudolf Carnap were notable members of what association of logical positivists?
Answer: Vienna Circle (or Wiener Kreis)

Overtime. Modern analysts believe that this gaff was less of a factor in the election than the New York World’s “Belshazzar” headline, but the affected candidate lamented that the person responsible was not doing “missionary work in Asia Minor.” Alleged to be the cause of the 1200 vote margin of defeat in New York, it was a paraphrase of an older James Garfield line by Samuel D. Burchard, used in a speech to the Religious Bureau of the Republican National Committee in an attempt to win back the Mugwumps. For ten points, Burchard accused the “antecedents” of the party of Grover Cleveland of being what three qualities, possibly alienating voters against James G. Blaine?
	Answer: “rum, romanism, and rebellion”

Extra 1. Halley’s comet is the only periodic comet known to exhibit this property, which exists in the asteroid Dioretsa and with respect to axial rotation in Venus, Uranus, and Pluto. It is exhibited by about ten percent of moons, namely Ananke, Carme, Pasiphae, Sinope, Phoebe, and Triton, while all planets each appear to exhibit it at times from a geocentric perspective, an effect which Ptolemy explained using epicycles. For ten points, give this term for movement in opposition to the prevailing direction of the solar system.
Answer: retrograde orbital motion

Extra 2. Found south of Kimberly and Arnhem Land, its western reaches contain Lake Disappointment, and Alice Springs in its east is known as its “capital.” The School of the Air and the Royal Flying Doctor Service are dedicated largely to this area, which contains Petermann, Macdonnell, and Musgrave mountain ranges as well as the Tanami and Gibson deserts. Further to its south are the Great Victoria Desert and the Nullarbor Plain, while its eastern portion extends into Queensland. For ten points, name this sparsely populated region in the interior of Australia.
Answer: the Outback

Illinois Open 2005: Spite, Death and the Devil
Bonuses by Virginia Commonwealth (Matt Weiner)

1. Name these painters who received insulting nicknames from Giorgio Vasari for ten points each.
1. This creator of the Brancacci Chapel frescoes, including The Tribute Money and The Expulsion from Paradise, was dubbed “sloppy” by Vasari for his tendency to value his work over personal hygiene, unlike Chris Frankel.
	Answer: Massacio (or Tomasso di Giovanni or Tommaso Cassai)
2. This painter of The Marriage of Alexander and Roxane, who rivaled Beccafumi as the leading painter in Siena, earned Vasari’s disapproval for keeping a retinue of young males, like Chris Frankel.
	Answer: Il Sodoma (or Giovanni Antonio Bazzi)
3. Vasari communicates the story that he received his name after suspicion regarding the realism in his depiction of the executed enemies of the Medici at the Palazzo del Podestà. He is also alleged to have killed fellow painter Domenico Veneziano and confessed to patricide by painting Repentance of St. Julian.
Answer: Andreino degli Impiccati (or Andrea del Castagno; or Andrea di Bartolomeo di Simone di Bargilla)

2. It was first observed in helium-4 at -270.97oC. For ten points each…
1. Name this phenomenon in which heat conductivity is great increased and viscosity, evaporation, and condensation completely cease to affect a substance.
Answer: superfluidity
2. The graph of specific heat versus temperature around the point where superfluidity begins to occur takes the shape of this Greek letter and thus lends its name to the “point” or “transition” that it shows.
Answer: lambda
3. The explanation of superfluidity as the first stage of Bose condensation relies on atoms in supercooled helium-3 imitating electrons in a superconductor by forming these entities that allow particles with half-integer spins to obey Bose rather than Fermi-Dirac statistics.
	Answer: Cooper pairs

3. Identify the common key of these works for ten points per part.
1. Rachmaninoff’s trademark second piano concerto, Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, and Brahms’s First Symphony.
	Answer: C minor
2. The Spring movement of the Four Seasons, Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony, and Hans Rott’s only symphony.
	Answer: E major
3. Haydn’s Farewell Symphony, a Mendelssohn “Fantasy,” and Schumann’s first piano sonata.
	Answer: F sharp minor

4. Name these would-be monarchs for ten points each.
1. He served as viceroy of Poland while his brother Alexander I was on the Russian throne, and when Alexander died, the Decembrists supported adopting a constitution and putting him on the throne, but he conceded the succession to Nicholas I.
	Answer: Veliky Knyaz Konstantin Pavlovich
2. Under the manipulation of Richard Symonds, he fought Henry VII’s forces at the Battle of Stoke and followed his sound defeat with a long career in the royal kitchen.
	Answer: Lambert Simnel
3. After defeating armies of Protestants at Vimory and Auneau, he led the Holy League into Paris and secured his position with the Edict of Union, only to be assassinated under orders of a Valois king by the same name.
	Answer: Henry of Lorraine (or Henry, Duke of Guise; prompt on “Henry”)

5. Name these things found in the human intestine for ten points each.
1. This longest and last segment absorbs B12 and conjugated bile salts before joining with the large intestine.
	Answer: ileum
2. About thirty to forty of these clusters of lymphatic cells are found in the intestine.
	Answer: Peyer’s patches
3. These glands in the submucosa of the duodenum protect the wall of the intestine from gastric juices and secrete enterokinase.
	Answer: Brunner glands

6. Name these French defenders of communism for ten points each.
1. His Critique of Dialectical Reason claims that society inevitably causes a “loss of self” and that “group revolutionary action” is true individual freedom, in a desperate attempt to reconcile communism with his earlier Being and Nothingness and Roads to Freedom.
	Answer: Jean-Paul Sartre
2. His essay “Humanism and Terror” proposes that, since liberal democracies do not live up to their ideals, communism, which has always worked perfectly in practice, is superior. He also wrote The Visible and the Invisible and he Phenomenology of Perception.
	Answer: Maurice Merleau-Ponty
3. He argued that Marx was not a determinist in such criticism as Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses and defended his “structuralist Marxism” in Elements of Self-Criticism. He also was sent to a mental hospital for strangling his wife, which was apparently the will of the proletariat or something.
	Answer: Louis Althusser

7. Name these unions for ten points each.
1. This radical socialist confederation of unions was founded in 1905 by Big Bill Haywood, Daniel De Leon, and Eugene V. Debs and was crippled by the seemingly irresistible proclivity of its members to murder people.
	Answer: Industrial Workers of the World (or Wobblies)
2. Norway, Sweden, and Denmark were ruled by one throne from 1397 to 1523 as this entity.
	Answer: Kalmar Union
3. The Ovimbundu and Chokwe tribes provided the base of support for this anti-communist party led by Jonas Savimbi, which was supported by South African and American troops in its attempt to take over Angola.
Answer: União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (or National Union for the Total Independence of Angola)

8. Name these layers of the atmosphere for ten points each.
1. Found above the tropopause, it is heated by ultraviolet radiation, contains the ozone layer, and covers the area 15 to 50 kilometers above the earth’s surface.
Answer: stratosphere
2. This is the coldest area of the atmosphere, marking the boundary before the zone of direct heat by the sun begins in the thermosphere.
	Answer: mesopause
3. This outermost layer of the ionosphere is dominated by atomic and ionic hydrogen and extends from the top of the F layer to the boundary with the solar wind at the magnetopause.
Answer: protonosphere

9. Name the ancient cities ruled by these fine folks for ten points each.
1. Cypselus ruled here after overthrowing the Bacchiads, and his son Periander is oft numbered among the Seven Wise Men of Greece for such accomplishments as building the Diolcos road from Cenchreae to Lechaeon.
	Answer: Corinth (or Korinthos)
2. Leonidas, Agesilaus, and Kleomenes were among the folks who did important stuff for this city while ruling under the dual kingship of the Agiadai and Eurypontidai.
	Answer: Sparta
3. Archias led the colonists who founded this city, which was later ruled by such tyrants as Gelon, Dionysus, and Hieron.
	Answer: Syracuse

10. Name these groups of deities for ten points each.
1. These Roman household gods originally protected the food stores, hence their name, and were worshipped at meals and given sacrifices of food.
	Answer: Di Penates
2. These ancestor spirits in Pueblo belief are represented as masks and dolls and have the power to intervene between humans and gods.
Answer: kachinas
3. This term refers to the collection of Atum, Shu, Tefnut, Seb, Nut, Osiris, Isis, Seth, and Nephthys.
Answer: Ennead of Heliopolis

11. Name these northern European authors for ten points each.
1. He wrote about his troubled marriages in A Madman’s Defense and about other troubled people in Creditors, The Spook Sonata, and Miss Julie.
Answer: Johan August Strindberg
2. This doctor, linguist, and folklorist scouted the Baltic region for legends and synthesized them into Kanteletar and the Kalevala.
Answer: Elias Lönnrot
3. This member of the Norwegian “four great ones” inspired Thomas Mann’s Buddenbrooks with Garman and Worse and wrote a trilogy about Abraham Lövdahl including Gift and Fortuna, as well as the plays The Par and Professoren.
Answer: Alexander Lange Kielland

12. Name these human ancestor species for ten points each.
1. Scientific opinion has shifted away from Homo erectus and to this species as an ancestor of modern humans. It created the Achulean tools and can be distinguished from erectus by the thinner skull and lack of a sulcus behind the browridge.
	Answer: Homo ergaster
2. Over three hundred examples of this species have been recovered from east Africa, all featuring the distinctive U-shaped palate and chimpanzee-sized brain case. The most notable example is the near-complete “Lucy” skeleton.
	Answer: Australopithecus afarensis
3. Discounting the controversial Orrorin tugenensis, this bipedal species found in Ethiopia is the oldest discovered hominid. Marked by its large canine teeth, its location in forested areas challenges the hypothesis that bipedalism evolved on the savannah.
	Answer: Ardipithecus ramidus

13. Name these famous “no” voters for ten points each.
1. She was the only member of Congress to vote against declaring war on Japan after Pearl Harbor, and she had previously voted against World War I as the first female in the House.
	Answer: Jeannette Rankin
2. This Wisconsin Democrat voted against 2001’s Patriot Act and was, unfortunately, the only one to do so.
	Answer: Russell Feingold
3. This Kansas Republican henpecked Andrew Johnson for favors during the remainder of the latter’s administration after casting the decisive acquittal vote in Johnson’s impeachment trial.
	Answer: Edmund Gibson Ross

14. Name these parts found in non-human animals for ten points each.
1. Birds often have one of these between saclike crop and the intestine. It may contain stones and is used to grind food in a manner similar to teeth.
Answer: gizzard
2. Insects excrete urine through these passages that empty between the midgut and hindgut.
Answer: malpigian tubes (or malpigian tubules)
3. These sensory receptors on fish use a group of hairs surrounded by the cupula to detect changes in water pressure, such as those caused by the movement of nearby animals.
Answer: lateral line organs (or neuromasts)

15. These wars began as a confrontation between the British East India Company and Hyder Ali, the ruler of the namesake state. For ten points each…
1. Name this series of four confrontations, the last three of which involved Hyder Ali’s son Tippu Sultan.
	Answer: Mysore Wars
2. The British forces in the Third Mysore War were led to victory at Seringapatam under the plan of this general, who previously had less success at Yorktown.
Answer: Charles Cornwallis, 1st Marquess and 2nd Earl Cornwallis, Viscount Brome, Baron Cornwallis of Eye
3. This Deccan kingdom joined with the British in the First Mysore War. It maintained independence under the Nizams until unrest from Razakar Muslims caused the Republic of India to annex it in 1948.
	Answer: Hyderabad

16. He claimed that his form of the “object poem” could describe inanimate things by imparting the “silence of concentrated reality” and also created the “Panther” style. For ten points each…
1. Name this poet who put his forms to use in The Book of Hours and Sonnets to Orpheus.
	Answer: Rainer Maria Rilke
2. Rilke claimed to hear the wind yell “Who, if I cried out, would hear me among the angels’ hierarchies?” while walking on the beach, and used that as the opening line of this collection of poems written at an Adriatic Castle.
	Answer: The Duino Elegies (or Duineser Elegien)
3. This book purports to be the confessions of a Danish poet living in Paris who crafts pithy descriptions of famous artists and contrasts his family’s unique deaths to the hordes who move anonymously through the nearby hospital and cemetery.
Answer: The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge (or Die Aufzeichnungen Des Malte Laurids Brigge)

17. Name these terrrrrrists for ten points each.
1. He was captured by French forces in Sudan in 1994 after a career including an assassination attempt on Charles de Gaulle, the kidnapping of eleven OPEC ministers in 1975, and shooting the leader of the Great Britain Zionist Federation.
	Answer: Carlos the Jackal (or Ilich Ramirez Sanchez; prompt on a partial answer)
2. He is alleged to be the leader of the Unity and Jihad group that beheaded Nick Berg and Eugene Armstrong. He has also supposedly called for the massacre of all Shia in Iraq, although critics point out that there is no evidence that he is currently alive.
	Answer: Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi
3. This leader of a 1970 four-plane simultaneous hijacking plot by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine was traded for British hostages by the UK government during the crisis that became the first Black September incident in Jordan.
	Answer: Leila Khaled

18. Name these effects of relativity for ten points each.
1. Affecting only the axis along the direction of motion relative to an observer, this phenomenon changes a certain value as the original value times the square root of 1 minus the velocity squared over the speed of light squared.
Answer: length contraction (or space contraction, or Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction)
2. Due to the observer-dependence of simultaneity, all persons in relative motion with respect to a clock will see the clock run slower than a clock carried with the observer because of this effect, also the apparent cause of the twin paradox.
Answer: time dilation
3. The acceleration of a vector always causes the orientation of the vector to change relative to any fixed inertial frame, as in a vector that follows an orbiting particle in parallel transport. That fact results in this phenomenon for that vector, which adds a factor of one half to the spin-orbit coupling in non-relativistic quantum mechanics.
	Answer: Thomas precession

19. Name the French composers of these operas for ten points each.
1. The King of Lahore, Thais, Werther, and Manon.
	Answer: Jules Émile Frédéric Massenet
2. Ascanio, Helene, and Samson et Delila.
	Answer: Charles Camille Saint-Saëns
3. Julien, L’amour au Faubourg, and Louise.
	Answer: Gustave Charpentier

20. The plot is set in motion by Lady Allworth’s plan to restore Frank Wellborn’s property. For ten points each…
1. Name this play in which Wellborn seeks to undo the scam job perpetrated by his uncle, Giles Overreach.
	Answer: A New Way to Pay Old Debts
2. A New Way to Pay Old Debts is among the works of this author, who also wrote The City Madam, The Maid of Honour, and The Unnatural Combat.
	Answer: Philip Massinger
3. Massinger succeeded John Fletcher as the chief playwright for this troupe, which employed Shakespeare under its prior name of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men.
	Answer: The King’s Men

Extra 1. Name these rivers of Eastern Europe for ten points each.
1. Forming the northern part of the border between Poland and Ukraine, it takes a turn at Brest and joins the Narew.
	Answer: Bug
2. The major river in Moldova and the second longest in Ukraine, it flows into the Black Sea near Odessa after draining a basin between the Volyn-Podilsk Upland and the Carpathian Mountains.
	Answer: Dniester (or Dnistro; or Nistrul; or Nistru; or Turla; do not accept Dneiper)
3. It runs from the confluence of the Tara and Piva to its meeting with the Sava. It separates Bosnia from Serbia and supplies hydroelectricity through the Bajina Bašta and Zvornik reservoirs.
	Answer: Drina

